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Someti.抽 出 along lost memory拙 dde吻附'fa・田s.In the fa.抑制問世lof Pγoust, a 

間四国守時以四句副田sfro；加 smell回国民間ththe m悶 acting出回!{g＇官長γniemoγies

同 appear.Including sue.』四:periencεs，出 B四gso沼山口担丸山ecannotγεach the past unless 

叩efr.閥均place叫 rsel閉山ithinit. Aηd田 Merlean-P肌 ηwrites,叩henthe body ope出

itse.ぜtothe F由丸山1d加 co-existence,the memoryおすecov.官 edHo叩ぬ田'Ithistory? 

Accordi.九E切 HideoKobay出hi,histo；η itself em哩 sina s抑制 reader。fhistoη 叩ho

does not int.甘pγetb凶Gγybased on his or h許制ncriteria, wh四 heescap田j示。mhimseぜ
and strai；問 hisean同 it.At this stage, Kobay出hismu・必（間四lj)becomes間IJ'si.叩 ila.γ

加 themu-shin (no-mind) of Daisetz Suzuki. In both，加hen加ehave nothing at a乱闘1d

例yop印刷すselvesto the削必叫油開制的問問削m今？出sive- -things come 

岡田 !JA描to1ycom田 岡 山 inthis加ay,d冗叩勾 thepast emeiges might share the抽 m

structure as the四位y問問。ηco1nes如民自由ehave seen b余日.Although it is cer組問旬

開po.γtant陣聞のfly附 ：minethe A争γencesa1n1剖＇gphilosophers甜hothink about 

wh町ehisto1y and memoηC肝 耐from，加h国 Ithink is essential is切 pond，官 apla町

beyond otme!ves and a place of co－田ist.開 ceiη the pγesent. 

AN INSTANCE OF REVIVED MEMORY 

Sometimes a scene from the past suddenly surfaces, one that is not lmked to my present 

circumstances and that calls to mind a long lost memory. Even if the revived memory was lost 

for a long time, it can be easily integ同日dmto my narranve when It relates to my present 

situation or relat旧nships.But a memory that falls outside the framework of my current 

narrative cannot be so easily integra日dinto it. Perhaps sometimes It should not be so. These 

kmds of memories might remam 111 my nund like foreign objects and create gaps between my 

current internal circumstances. Sometimes I feel somewhat shocked or uncomfortable when a 

memory of this kind arises. Then I think about why I forgot It and whether I had recalled it 

before. Sometimes I would feel bad about the past or haveゐrgottenit, and a feeling of sorrow 

would remain. 

A very significant memo1y of this kmd might be a matter for psychoanalysis. Also, a serious 

memory might change the current situation itself. But it is also certain to occur in daily life 

THE PAST THAT MANIFESTS ITSELF TO US 

How do long lost memories app叩 inour minds? In the famous novel by Proust, In Sea川 of

Lost 7tme, sometimes a memory suddenly arises from smell or目立e,with the sense acting as 

trigger for memories to appear. However, a revived memory 1s not always linked to such 

senso1y experiences. During my last experience, I was sitting in a train idly looking out a 

window, not thinking at all Then, a long lost memory suddenly arose 
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In discussmg memory, Bergson wrote，ι（T)he truth is that we shall never reach the past 

unless we frankly place ourselves within it. E"enrially virtual, it cannot be known as somerlung 

past unless we follow and adopt the movement by which it e入pandsmro a present image, thus 

emerging from obscurity into the light of day’（Bergson, p. 173). 

According to Bergson, we cannot reach the past unles右 wefrankly place ourselves wtthm it. 

When we place ourselves within the past, the past arises or emerges as if commg up from 

obscurity into the light of day. 

In Phenomenology of Percφtion, Merleau-Ponry stated, 'The memory or rhe voice is 

recovered when出ebody once more opens itself to others or to the past, when it opens the way 

to co-existence and once more (in rhe active sense) acquir口 significancebeyond 1日elf

(Merleau-Ponty, p 191). He said that memory surfaces when the body opens up to others or 

to other objects, but not when the body is secluded or consc旧uslywaitingゐfsomething. 

Looking at these two philosophers’statements, at the very least, we can see a common 

structure between them, although careful examination ts needed to determine whether or not 

they have located memory in the same place. According to these two philosophers, we must be 

free from ourselves and frankly open to others or the past before memo1y can emerge. 

HISTORICAL NARRATIVES 

Although a自問thandexperience like the one above is nor the same as a historical narrative, I 

believe they share some common features allowing us to think over the past that appears or 

manifests itself to us 

According to Jon A. Levtsohn’s paper titled “Negotiating Historical Narratives An 

Epistemology of Htsrory for History Educanon，” William Cronon described the anxiety 

among historians and theorists of history generated by theit awareness of the apparently 

inevitable ideological bias of those historical narratives. Cronon wrote，‘Htsrorians may strive 

to be as fair as they can, bur it remains possible to narrate the same evidence Ill radically 

different ways’（Cronon, p. 1370). Levisohn wrote，ιThe question of whieh narrative we 

should teach would seem to be dependent (at least in part) on the question of wluch nanattve 

is rrue. But what could it mean for a narrative to be rrue？’（Levisohn, p. 2). On this topic, 

Hayden White is a rather radical disputant. Whi日 arguedthat narrative struc叩同日oarsfreely 

above the constrain臼 ofevidence and argument:‘There is no such thing as a real story. Stories 

are told or written, not found. And as for the notion of a true srory, this is virtually a 

contradiction in terms All stories are fictions’（White, p 9). Levisohn raised a few questions 

about Whiピsargument. First, although White argued that facts are correcr given the best 

available evidence, how can we differennate narratives仕omfacts? Second, if all stories are 

well-made自ctions,then the world is only a never-ending seri田 ofdiscrete, disconnec日d,and 

hence meaningless momen臼 Isthat true? Third, if the best justi自canonゐrchoosing a 

perspective is ultimately aesthetical or moral rather than epistemological, meaning that 

narratives come from the imagination of htstorians, what might it mean for teachers to adopt 

an historical narrative? (Levisohn, p. 7) Levisohn deltberated over these three questions by 

developing a critique by David Carr, who had argued that experience of an event is always an 

experience that possesses something like a narrative structure. Levtsohn connnued to argue that 

narratives come from other narratives, and that the creation of historical narratives is always 
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the product of a negotiation among multiple nattatives (p 12). There五ore,the answer to the 

question of where narratives come from is that nattat1ves ate generated by a negotiation among 

ptiot narratives and that those narratives come from still other narranves. At every stage, 

nattat1ves are altered and adjusted in light of the contradictions and gaps among and between 

them, and in light of new inquiries that are motivated by those contcad1ct1ons and gaps (p. 

16). 

According to Lev1sohn, nattanves come from prior narratives, and nattatives should be 

alteted and adjusted in light of the contradictions and gaps among and between them. But, It 

ts no四blyevident that a past event or history itself does not come from ptior narratives I 

believe that even when considering narratives, ot before considering narranv田， wemust 

consider how history itself appears to us and how we face it 

HISTORY: THE STA TE 0 F MU-SHI (NO-SELF) 

To examine how history appears to us, I would like to examine Hideo Kobayashi's concept of 

mu-shi (no戸 self).

Kobayashi writes that although it was very difficult to avoid new viewpoin四 Ot

mterpretations of history, unmovable history that defies new interpte田口onis beautiful 

(Kobayashi, p 144). In r口ponse,Tadashi Nishihira wro日 that,in order to affirm the above, 

Iくobayashihad to insi紅白athistory itself emerg田 ma serious teadet of histo1y who does not 

interpret history based on hIS or her own cntena. Nishihira印 ntinuedthat this proce5' or 

event In histo1y or other things that emerge in a serious reader is called mu Jhi (no-self) by 

iくobayashi(Nishihira, p. 203). 

According to Kobayashi, histo1y should not be read based on one's personal views. One 

should not newly interpret l11story but阻 therstram one’s ears to it. To strain one’s ears to 

histo1y, one should escape from oneself so that history can appear as It 1s. But this idea is 

absolutely different from objectivism (Kobayashi, p 58) One does not look at history but is 

rather absolutely absorbed in history without any bias. At this s田ge,although Kobayashi's 

mu-shi (no-self) emphasize' one’S 回 rn回 E engagement in history，出eprocess or event 

becomes very s1m1lar to the mu-shin (no一mind)of Oaisetz Suzuki. 

In his famous lecture on mu-shin, Suzuki emphasized i臼 passivity.According to him, when 

we have nothing町 alland fully open ourselve5 to the world-which means when we are truly 

pass1ve-thmgs come to us. He said that we must realize that the state of mu-shin is not static 

(Suzuki, p 289) but dynamic in the sense that things come to us when we are fully open and 

clearし In日 avacuum. This structure of mu-shin 1s very similar to that of mu-shi When we 

escape from ourselves and are fully open to the world, things come to us. 

If history com白 tous in this way, the way the past emerges might share the same structure 

as the way memory comes to us, as we have seen beゐre.

WHERE HISTORY AND MEMORY COME FROM 

As we have seen, memories or the past may arise when we escape from ourselves. So, we can 

say that the place where history or memory appears from might be beyond ourselves 

Even now, we normally go about our lives thinking that all of our past and memories 
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reside w1rhrn ourselves, albeir sometimes vanrshed or weakened, rhey are based on the past and 

memories. But after Freud’s discovery of the unconsc10us mind, we now realize the existence of 

a type of area or s回目 thatis beyond ourselves or our consciousne日

Maybe in Japan this concept, already in the stream of mu-shin thought, had been 

commonplace. But these days, when originality and personality are emphasized，出JSconcept 

has been五orgotten In historical narratives, because the original interpretation is popular, we 

have perhaps not sincerely strained our ears to h1stoty and faced up to it. 

Although it is certainly impor四ntto carefully examine the differences among philosophers 

who think about where history and memory come from, what I think is essential JS to ponder a 

place beyond ourselves and a place of co-existence rn the present 

NOTE 

The o>iginal vrnion of >his pape> was p＞田cntedat The 7'" lntcmational Symposium between the lmtirutc of 

Education, University of London (UK}, and the Graduate School of Education, Kyoro University Gapan}. 
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